TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
re-enter your own rooms with your own key but as an outsider,
to fetch something, perhaps, out of that empty habitation ... I
once heard or read of a telephone that was inhabited by a Poltergeist
with a turn for clever teasing, for it would only consent to ring in
the flat down below or up above; the owners could hear it ringing
and madly knew it was for them, but their own telephone remained
dead, though die correct number was always called—("Should
have dialled ENG and had it seen to!") This may not be any
more severely true than the idiosyncrasy of the drunken man who
always saw one person coming along when there were really two,
reversing the usual tipsy multiplication of seeing two where there
was really one. Or that other story, gravely told as though indeed
it were fact, of the mm whose brain cannot have been very well,
for he could not be divorced from a delusion brightly gleaming,
that he was going upstairs whenever he came downstairs. He was
nearly always kte for his appointments .. .
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Albany was self-contained as a country village between its
Wicket-Gate at one end and its courtyard on to Piccadilly at the
other. As I came out that afternoon, I saw ahead of me one of
our two famous resident actresses tripping along to visit her friend,
* a milk-jug in the same fashion as a Greuze girl forever
a wounded pigeon or a broken pitcher. I had observed
interest that it was always one who took the milk-jug and
the other, by external evidence, who received it: "II y a toujours
one qtri baise et Tautre qui tend la joue"—(for "joue" read "jug").
No jog was ever carried back along the Rope-Walk; at least, not
in daylight; by now, the receiver must have a fine accumulation
from a supply inexhaustible. If one of these two demi-monals
(the milk proved they were not yet wholly immortal) could have
tripped over Alvar or Tips, and dropped the jug and broken it
on tic paving outside my window, her mourning would have
made Ae incident still more Greuze, and I could not help hoping
it woold happen one day; not wastefully, but because I wanted
tbe opportunity of seeing a fine actress illustrate a spilt milk proverb
and a Gneoze picture at the same time and for my benefit alone..
Whm I reached die porter's lodge, the cheerful little man,
Kipps style, bantam size, whom war had sent Albany to replace
the tall ex-goardsman who used to stand there in dignity and
heipfbbiess, ran out fell of enthusiasm to show each resident in
as we passed, his doctor's letter stating precisely that he had
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